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Abstract
In coastal regions, water, wind, gravitation, vegetation, and human activity continuously alter landscape
surfaces. Visualizations are important for understanding coastal landscape evolution and its driving pro-
cesses. Visualizing change in highly dynamic coastal terrain poses a formidable challenge; the combina-
tion of natural and anthropogenic forces leads to cycles of retreat and recovery and complex morphology
of landforms. In recent years, repeated high-resolution laser terrain scans have generated a time series
of point cloud data that represent landscapes at snapshots in time, including the impacts of major storms.
In this article, we build on existing approaches for visualizing spatial–temporal data to create a collection
of perceptual visualizations to support coastal terrain evolution analysis. We extract terrain features and
track their migration; we derive temporal summary maps and heat graphs that quantify the pattern of ele-
vation change and sediment redistribution and use the space–time cube concept to create visualizations of
terrain evolution. The space–time cube approach allows us to represent shoreline evolution as an isosur-
face extracted from a voxel model created by stacking time series of digital elevation models. We illustrate
our approach on a series of Light Detection and Ranging surveys of sandy North Carolina barrier islands.
Our results reveal terrain changes of shoreline and dune ridge migration, dune breaches and overwash,
the formation of new dune ridges, and the construction and destruction of homes, changes which are due
to erosion and accretion, hurricanes, and human activities. These events are all visualized within their
geographic and temporal contexts.

Keywords
Visualization of time series, temporal visualization, geovisualization, visual perception, visual exploration,
visualize changes, geospatial data, three-dimensional visualization, spatial data, visual exploration,
space–time cube, geographic information systems, LiDAR, time series, terrain elevation, land surfaces, GIS
GRASS

Introduction

Anthropogenic activity and natural processes modify

land surfaces at various rates and scales, ranging from

landscape evolution over a geological time scale to

changes caused by natural events or human activities

that can alter the shape of a land surface within a few

days. Multitemporal datasets, those which include

(terrain) information at multiple time steps, provide

the opportunity to explore the impacts of processes.

Many multitemporal elevation data analyses focus

on spatially aggregated volume change over time,

elevation change between two time snapshots,
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tracking-extracted feature change such as shoreline

or channel migration, and other spatially or tempo-

rally aggregated measures.1–4 These measures may

not fully capture the spatial complexity of elevation

surface dynamics, especially the combination of ele-

vation change with horizontal migration, such as

horizontal dune migration accompanied with loss of

elevation.

Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) surveys of

coastal regions repeated during recent years generated a

time series of point clouds at unprecedented spatial and

temporal resolutions. For the first time, these types of

three-dimensional (3D) data are available as a regional,

multiyear time series, providing an opportunity to tran-

sition from traditional, static representations of topogra-

phy to the abstract representation of terrain as a 3D

dynamic layer. Recent work has proposed innovative

approaches for rapidly processing and rendering indi-

vidual snapshots of the vast 3D point clouds generated

by LiDAR surveys.5 However, new techniques designed

for analysis across time steps in these complex datasets

are needed to reveal the information captured by these

multitemporal surveys.

The field of geoanalytics has emerged as a response

to the challenges of analyzing and understanding com-

plicated spatiotemporal phenomena in natural and built

systems.6 Geoanalytics techniques are crucial to a vari-

ety of domains with inherent geospatial components.7

One important application of geospatial–temporal

approaches is in analysis and exploration of terrain

dynamics. Terrain evolution is fundamentally different

from other large temporal datasets and other volume

datasets in terms of data, processes, and use of time as

a third variable. While standard geospatial methods

based on geographic information systems (GIS) can

handle spatial phenomena and distributions, they have

limited capability to support exploration of 3D tem-

poral phenomena. Here, techniques that tightly inte-

grate spatial and temporal geoanalytics can be

extremely useful for addressing analytical challenges

posed by the recent availability of high-resolution

LiDAR time series data. Among the existing tech-

niques for geospatial analysis, 3D visualization

approaches are particularly attractive for our applica-

tion domain. One approach is to directly visualize GIS

spatiotemporal data in three dimensions using volu-

metric and isosurface visualizations. Examples of this

approach include the environmental volume data

explored by Ho and Jern,8 Pang’s9 extensive work on

visualizing uncertainty in geospatial data, and

Mitasova et al.’s10 work on modeling spatiotemporal

processes in coastal terrains.

Another approach is based on the space–time cube

(STC), which addresses some of the analytical chal-

lenges in geospatial–temporal visualization.11,12 This

technique plots spatiotemporal data within a reference

cube, where the ground plane (xy-plane) represents

geographic position and the vertical axis (z-direction)

represents time. The STC is very effective for visualiz-

ing trajectories of objects and movement data.13–15

STC has been adapted to visualize other types of time-

oriented data such as event data,16–18 multivariate

time-varying data,19 and discrete data derived from

digital elevation models (DEMs).20

In this article, we present a rich environment for

coastal terrain evolution analysis consisting of three

types of data views: space–time rectangle (STR) heat

maps, STC glyphs, and STC isosurfaces. The differ-

ent types of visualizations presented here are meant to

be complementary to one another and to supplement

existing standard GIS techniques. We present a set of

motivating criteria for the use of these techniques, and

we evaluate the results based on these requirements.

We demonstrate the application of visualizations to an

important temporal–spatial domain, and we adapt

existing techniques for this domain. Although we focus

on coastal terrain, the techniques could be applied to

other changing landscapes.

We use the visualizations to represent important

coastal features, such as changes in shoreline and dune

ridges, as well as the changes in terrain from the

impact of storm events. The STR presents complex

temporal data in two-dimensional (2D) images, the

STC approach explicitly provides the geographic con-

text of the multitemporal data being represented, and

the isosurfaces allow users to explore spatial patterns

of the temporal evolution before and after natural dis-

asters that lead to catastrophic events. We illustrate

the insights provided by our approach using a case

study of the barrier islands of the North Carolina

Outer Banks.

This article is organized as follows. Section ‘‘Study

region’’ describes the geography and conditions of the

barrier islands and four focus regions within the Outer

Banks. Section ‘‘Data sources and processing’’ speci-

fies the elevation and socioeconomic data sources used

in this work and discusses elevation data preparation,

terrain feature derivation, and voxel model construc-

tion. We describe the application requirements in

section ‘‘Visualization design’’ and discuss how visuali-

zations can be used to support sensemaking for these

complex tasks. Section ‘‘Visualization methods and

results’’ presents our visualization approaches for

coastal feature and surface evolution and socioeco-

nomic conditions. We demonstrate these techniques in

section ‘‘Visualization methods and results’’ using

Outer Banks terrain data. In section ‘‘Discussion,’’

we reflect on the high-level results of the case

study. Finally, section ‘‘Conclusion’’ concludes this

work.
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Study region

The Outer Banks are a set of barrier islands off the

coast of North Carolina in the Southeastern Unites

States (Figure 2). This important feature protects the

mainland, mitigating ocean swells and storm events.

The Outer Banks are composed of a long narrow strip

of islands with a dynamic landscape dominated by

sandy dunes, which are constantly exposed to waves

and wind. These elements cause lateral dune migra-

tion and changes in elevation. Hurricanes and associ-

ated storm surges can rapidly and drastically alter the

shape of this sandy landscape. Although it is natural

for barrier islands to change over time, development

in the Outer Banks has significantly increased in the

past decade, and weather events can directly impact

the homes and businesses in the resort towns that dot

the ocean-facing beaches, damaging or destroying

buildings. A highway, North Carolina Highway 12,

traverses the Outer Banks and connects the island

towns. Severe weather can compromise this highway,

disrupting travel. Analyzing the changes that have

occurred in the sandy terrain over time, and in partic-

ular with respect to storm impacts, is an important

part of understanding the patterns of change that can

lead to vulnerability.

This article explores three particular local regions of

the Outer Banks: Regions R (Rodanthe), C (Cape

Hatteras), and J (Jockey’s Ridge). Figure 1 shows

Region R near the town of Rodanthe, which includes

the Mirlo Beach area, R1, and an overlapping area,

R2, which has a slightly larger extent than R1. This

region is of interest because it is a built area that was

impacted by a hurricane in 2011. On August 27 of that

year, Hurricane Irene, a category 1 storm, made land-

fall near Cape Lookout and tracked north through the

Pamlico Sound, causing high sound-side storm surges.

During this storm, two breaches formed on Highway

12, one near the southern end of Pea Island National

Wildlife Refuge and one at Mirlo Beach, just north of

Rodanthe (see Figure 1 ‘‘Mirlo Beach breach’’). We

are interested in the conditions that have impacted

Region R in the past decade, which may have wea-

kened the dune system, allowing favorable conditions

for a breach to form.

Region C, near Cape Hatteras, is the southernmost

tip of a bend in Hatteras Island (see Figure 2). The

cape is a piece of land that protrudes at this elbow

where warm Gulf Stream currents meet cold currents

from the north and cause offshore turbulence. Cape

Hatteras is frequently struck by hurricanes, including

Hurricane Isabel that breached Highway 12 near

Region C in 2003. The cape belongs to the Cape

Hatteras National Seashore National Park, which

draws over 2 million visitors annually.

Region J, within the Jockey’s Ridge State Park,

features large dune fields, including one of the larg-

est active sand dunes on the Atlantic coast of the

United States. Since 1950, the main peak of the

dune field has lost half of its height (from 40 to 20 m

elevation) as the dune field migrated south at the rate

of 3–6 m per year. Understanding of dune migration

and transformation is important for its management

and preservation as a unique landform feature and

major tourist attraction with over 1.5 million visitors

in 2011.

Data sources and processing

We explore the coastal terrain evolution using time

series of elevation data for time periods of 1997–2011

in Regions R1 and C, 1996–2009 in Region R2, and

1974–2008 in the sand dune field Region J.

Figure 1. Aerial photography of the North Carolina Outer Banks shows study region R near the town of Rodanthe taken
in August 2011, after Hurricane Irene. The two-pronged forked shape on Mirlo Beach in Region R1 is hurricane damage
that breached the highway blocking access to the mainland.
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Elevation data

We demonstrate our visualization techniques using

DEMs of the Outer Banks derived from geographically

registered elevation data acquired by LiDAR (Table 1).

(The day of the month of the February 2001 survey is

unknown. February 1 was used in lieu of actual date.)

An exception is Region J, where we used digitized con-

tours to generate DEMs for the years 1974, 1995, and

1998. We acquired the LiDAR data from Digital Coast,

a distribution site managed by the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Coastal

Services Center.21 Due to development in LiDAR tech-

nology during the study period and the fact that many

of the LiDAR surveys were performed by different

agencies, the multitemporal LiDAR dataset was diverse,

creating resolution and accuracy issues that needed to

be addressed.

We first analyzed each LiDAR (x, y, z) point cloud

to determine its spatial extent and point density and

then interpolated at a 0.5-m resolution to create a

DEM masked to a common region. The resolution is

chosen by calculating the per-cell variability in the ele-

vation of LiDAR points at a hierarchical set of resolu-

tions and choosing the largest resolution such that the

mean per-cell elevation variability is less than the pub-

lished vertical accuracy of the LiDAR. This choice of

resolution resolves important features, such as build-

ings, that were captured in the LiDAR. Next, we com-

puted DEMs while simultaneously smoothing noise

using regularized splines with tension.2 For the pur-

pose of correcting systematic error, the elevation dif-

ferences between each DEM and geodetic benchmarks

along North Carolina Highway 12 were estimated,

and a constant elevation shift was applied to each

DEM such that the median error became zero.22 We

processed the DEMs for the sand dune field in Region

J using the same general workflow at a 1-m resolution.

We then used the resulting time series of DEMs to

derive point and line features and raster map layers for

visual geoanalytics. We also used a set of shore-

perpendicular transects generated at 50-m intervals to

sample ridge lines and compute longshore measures

such as volume.

Features and summaries derived from
elevation data

To characterize land surface dynamics, we use the mul-

tidimensional framework outlined by Mitasova et al.10

The framework integrates three approaches: feature

evolution, surface evolution, and STC voxel models.

Feature evolution extracts topographic point and

line features from DEMs for each time step and

derives dynamic metrics such as rate of feature migra-

tion or elevation change. We use dune ridge, dune toe,

and shoreline (Figure 3) represented as lines and dis-

crete points for analytics of Regions R. We extract

ridge line and toe line from the DEMs using the least-

cost path approach developed by Hardin et al.23 We

generate the ridge line points at the intersections of the

dune ridge line and a set of shore-perpendicular trans-

ects generated at 50-m intervals (Figure 3). Transects

of 50 m were used here to be consistent with the US

Geological Survey (USGS) National Assessment of

Shoreline Change.24 Ridge line elevation and migra-

tion is an important factor in determining vulnerability

to storm surge and flooding. When very low elevations

are registered, this can indicate a break in the ridge,

which can result in flood damage to homes and roads.

We generate shorelines as elevation isolines at elevation

values close to the mean high water (MHW) level.

Shoreline migration reflects short-term and long-term

erosion and accretion trends due to sand redistribution

Figure 2. North Carolina Outer Banks and location of
study regions.
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and transport. To assess redistribution of sand over

the study period, we used the 50-m transects to define

polygons for volume change analysis.

We derive surface evolution metrics by applying

per-cell statistical analysis to a time series of raster

DEMs, resulting in new raster map layers that sum-

marize the terrain evolution. We calculate the mini-

mum elevation measured at each cell during the given

time period to build a core surface and maximum ele-

vation at each cell to create an envelope surface, so

that the terrain is bounded within these two concep-

tual surfaces during the given time. We also derive

maps representing the time of elevation minimum and

maximum, as well as a number of additional statistical

measures such as range and standard deviation in ele-

vation and regression slope and offset.25 We delineate

a shoreface area called a shoreline migration band, the

area between the MHW contours of the core and

envelope surfaces. This area bounds shoreline

evolution over the study period, and the width of this

shoreline band is a measure of the magnitude of shore-

line variability throughout the study period. Here, we

use the core and envelope surfaces to derive relative

volumes, which provide insight into sand redistribu-

tion over time within the shoreline band area and

inland of the core shoreline.

Volume is measured within each 50-m segment and

for each LiDAR survey so that both spatial and tem-

poral trends can be observed. We measured volume

evolution within the shoreline migration band and in

the area that extends 110 m inland from the core

shoreline. We then use relative volumes in the evolu-

tion analysis. We calculate relative volume in the area

inland from the core shoreline for each segment j as

follows

V̂ij =
Vij � Vcj

Vej � Vcj

ð1Þ

where V̂ij is the relative volume for the ith LiDAR sur-

vey, Vij is the volume under the ith elevation surface

in the time series, Vej is the volume under the envelope

surface, and Vcj is the volume under the core surface.

The volumes are calculated relative to MHW.

Equation (1) essentially provides a normalization of

the volume relative to the core and envelope surfaces

for each land segment at each time step. Volume is also

measured within the shoreline band (area between the

core and envelope shorelines). The relative volume

within the shoreline band is computed for each seg-

ment j as

Ŵij =
Wij

Wej

ð2Þ

Table 1. LiDAR data sources include the USGS, the NASA, the NOAA (ALACE), the NCFMP, the USACE, and NGS.

Date Name Organization Note

16 October 1996 Fall East Coast LiDAR USGS/NASA/NOAA (ALACE)
2 October 1997 Fall East Coast LiDAR USGS/NASA/NOAA (ALACE)
7 September 1998 Fall East Coast LiDAR USGS/NASA/NOAA (ALACE)
9 September 1999 Fall East Coast LiDAR USGS/NASA/NOAA (ALACE) Post Hurricane

Dennis
18 September 1999 Fall East Coast LiDAR USGS/NASA/NOAA (ALACE) Post Hurricane Floyd
February 2001 NC Floodplain Mapping Program NCFMP
16 and 21 September 2003 Fall East Coast LiDAR NASA/USGS Pre- and Post

Hurricane Isabel
25 July 2004 Topo/Bathy LiDAR USACE
26 November 2005 Topo/Bathy LiDAR USACE
27 March 2008 NGS North Carolina LiDAR NOAA (IOCM)
1 December 2009 USGS Coastal LiDAR, North Carolina USGS (EAARL)/NASA/NPS Post Storm Ida
29 August 2011 NGS North Carolina LiDAR NOAA Post Hurricane Irene

LiDAR: Light Detection And Ranging; USGS: US Geological Survey; NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration; NOAA:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; ALACE: Autonomous Lagrangian Circulation Explorer; NCFMP: National Floodplain
Mapping Program; USACE: US Army Corps of Engineers; NGS: National Geodetic Survey.

Figure 3. Dune features, ridge and toe, shoreline, and
USGS transects perpendicular to shoreline.
USGS: US Geological Survey.
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where Ŵij is the relative volume for the ith LiDAR sur-

vey in the time series, Wij is the volume under the ith

elevation surface in the time series, and Wej is the vol-

ume under the envelope surface within the shoreline

band. By definition, the core surface does not exist

within the shoreline band above MHW, and therefore,

the core volume Wcj is equal to zero. Although most of

the previous research on volume change uses absolute

values of volume,1,3 analyzing and visualizing the vol-

ume data as relative volumes offers some advantages:

Removal of the core values from the analysis highlights

changes, such as sediment transport in areas where the

volume of transported sediment is much less than the

volume of the stable sediment under the core surface.

Because the core represents a minimum bound on vol-

ume and shoreline evolution, values from the core rep-

resent worst-case scenarios observed in the time series.

Because terrain evolves exclusively within the dynamic

layer, visualizing volume as a percent of the dynamic

layer volume and shoreline band area allows for the at-

a-glance determination of the present state relative to

the minimum and maximum observed over the study

period.

Elevation voxel models for STC

To capture elevation dynamics in a continuous space–

time domain, we compute and analyze it as a trivariate

function represented by a space–time voxel model.

Time series of LiDAR data include massive point

clouds with varied point density and sampling pat-

terns. Heterogeneity in LiDAR point cloud data

acquired over the past decade is due to the rapid evo-

lution of LiDAR mapping technologies, the different

objectives of individual surveys, and the spatial cover-

age that may not be complete for all surveys, creating

additional gaps in the time series. Computation of a

space–time model of terrain evolution from massive,

noisy point data, heterogeneously distributed over

space and time, is therefore nontrivial. We use two

approaches to create the voxel model of terrain evolu-

tion. The first approach performs the data integration

(georeferencing, detection, and removal of systematic

errors; masking to a common spatial extent; and inter-

polation to a common resolution and level of detail) in

2D resulting in a consistent series of DEMs. These

DEMs are then stacked to create a voxel model, where

each vertical level of the voxel model is associated with

time of the DEM survey. For surveys performed at

equal time intervals, the vertical resolution of the voxel

model represents a rescaled time interval. If the sur-

veys were taken at irregular time intervals and the time

interval is highly variable (e.g. days between some sur-

veys vs years between others), each vertical level has

the time interval stored as an attribute, which can be

used to assign colors that reflect the variable time. The

second approach described by Mitasova et al.10 creates

the voxel model directly by trivariate interpolation of

time series of point clouds. The STC creates a voxel

representation of elevation evolution with time as the

third dimension and elevation as the modeled variable.

Once a voxel model is created, the evolution of

contour-based features, such as shorelines, can then

be represented by isosurfaces.

Socioeconomic data

Tourism draws millions of vacationers to the Outer

Banks each year providing a major source of income in

this region. Since the islands of the Outer Banks are

isolated with limited access by road, breaches in the

highway may affect development.

In coastal regions with extensive development and

frequent severe storms, home construction and

destruction exhibit significant activity even at the deca-

dal scale of the study period. New or lost buildings can

be efficiently identified from a time series of high-

resolution DEMs using grid cell comparisons. Cells in

which differences between the core and envelope

exceed a given threshold are identified, and the time of

minimum and maximum elevations is compared for

these cells (see Mitasova et al.25 for more details).

Additional information about the timing and spatial

pattern of new home construction and loss or reloca-

tion of homes can be provided using the voxel elevation

models as STC. We extracted elevation isosurfaces

associated with the building height from the voxel

models and colored them by the year. The location

and topology of these isosurfaces then provide infor-

mation about the time and location of new construc-

tion, loss of a building, or its renewal.

Visualization design

Designing visualizations to support sensemaking in

geomorphology requires a knowledge of the target

audience and the application requirements. Here, we

are considering the changing landscape of the sandy

barrier islands of the North Carolina Outer Banks. As

discussed earlier, this area is frequently impacted by

large storms, such as hurricanes, tropical storms, and

large storms called nor’easters. The most recent

LiDAR survey along the Outer Banks was taken in

August 2011, following Hurricane Irene, after several

breaches formed along North Carolina Highway 12.

Several other of the LiDAR surveys were collected post

storm as well: post Dennis and post Floyd (1999), post

Isabel (2003), and post nor’easter Ida (2009). While

we expect to see dramatic changes after these events,

other natural processes such as wind and wave

6 Information Visualization 0(0)
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transport can cause more gradual landscape changes.

Anthropogenic activity also causes the natural and

built landscape to change. In some locations, the

severely eroded beaches are rebuilt by beach nourish-

ment or sand disposal. Diverse groups such as the gen-

eral public, decision makers, and civil engineers have a

need to understand some aspects of these processes.

However, our focus in this work is to enable domain

experts—coastal scientists—to explore these phenom-

ena. For this kind of analysis, we can characterize a

core task set as follows.

� Explore the dynamic nature of the landscape over

time.
� Keep the geographic context while studying the

data.
� Keep the temporal context of irregular time inter-

vals in available data.
� Identify significant changes in coastal topography,

such as dune ridge height decrease, volume change

from sediment displacement, and shoreline

migration.
� Find signs of a region’s vulnerability to storm

impacts, such as overall decreasing dune heights,

landward migration of shoreline, and coastline

breaching.
� Identify landform trends, not just changes between

pairs of time steps but also longer term change

patterns.
� Inspect the construction and loss of built features

in the context of time.

These goals present a formidable visualization chal-

lenge, given the complexity of the processes involved in

landscape changes. Standard GIS approaches to visual

analysis of coastal geomorphology consist of small

multiples for side-by-side comparison of 2D snapshots

in time and contour lines to represent linear features to

show changes in attributes such as beach area and

shoreline.26 As the number of time steps increases,

comparing surveys becomes more difficult using these

approaches. Animations are also commonly used to

show spatial changes over time.27 The differences

between frames in an animation draw attention to the

changes that occur over the area.28 However, the lim-

itations in visual attention make it difficult to compare

trends within the study area. Multitemporal datasets

sampled at uneven time intervals introduce additional

stumbling blocks to these techniques.

Studying the evolution of landforms requires the

ability to search for trends over multiple time steps.

With this in mind, we look at ways of displaying multi-

ple time steps within a single image. Because of the

volumetric nature of our datasets, we look to existing

techniques for incorporating time as a spatial axis, and

we apply them in a way that supports analysis of com-

plex terrain evolution processes. Several visualization

principles including the following were used to achieve

this.

� Perception-based selection of salient visual features.

The visualizations should employ rapidly percepti-

ble visual texture features such as color, shape, and

size.
� Selective data reduction so that high-priority data com-

ponents (such as the temporal dimension) are incorpo-

rated. The system should highlight data aspects of

particular interest, such as the lateral and vertical

movements of dune ridges or the migration of the

shoreline.
� Making use of human interaction as part of an

exploratory process. The user should be able to

interactively explore the data, not only through

standard scene navigation tools but also by modi-

fying key attributes being inspected to vary the

data views.

We designed our STR, STC glyphs, and STC iso-

surface data views employing these principles: These

views use salient visual features—color, texture, shape,

and size—and employ color schemes that are consis-

tent with the nature of the underlying data being

derived from perceptive color models.29,30

Additionally, the STR follows the USGS convention

of referencing positions based on longshore distance, a

measure of distance along the coast, taking advantage

of the linear nature of the geography to reduce the

data complexity. The data represented by STC glyphs

represent data reduction in terms of summarization or

feature extraction. The isosurfaces reduce the com-

plexity of the data by fixing the elevation within a

space–time voxel. Furthermore, the user can interac-

tively explore the data using each of these techniques

by varying a component of what is being visualized.

We demonstrate the user exploration process and the

support of sensemaking by presenting our data views

of real-world data in section ‘‘Visualization methods

and results.’’

Visualization methods and results

We present a set of visualizations that provide a unique

insight into the spatial and temporal patterns and rela-

tionships of dynamic coastal features, surfaces, and

volumes using glyph-based STC approaches, heat

graphs displayed in STR, and STC isosurface render-

ings. The visualizations are developed using open-

source GRASS GIS surface and volume modeling and
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visualization modules and custom code modules based

on OpenGL libraries.

Terrain feature evolution

We can represent linear features that characterize the

coastal landscape, such as dune ridge, dune toe, and

shoreline by sampling the lines at regular intervals so

that these features can be displayed as discrete glyphs

in an STC model. Figure 4 illustrates this approach for

a dune’s ridge line in Region R1.

The glyph-based approach shown in Figure 4 repre-

sents elevation of points sampled at 50-m intervals

along the foredune ridge lines. In the figure, spheres

are displayed at intersection points of transects and

ridge line; size of the spheres encodes magnitude of

ridge line elevation. Additionally, we use red spheres to

mark locations where there was loss of foredune (i.e.

elevation less than 3 m). Many sample points on this

ridge line dipped below 3 m after Hurricane Isabel. A

glyph-based STC allows us to represent other informa-

tion such as magnitude and direction of migration of a

ridge line and changes relative to previous years.20 The

median ridge line in the figure was computed based on

elevations or ridge line for a given transect for every

time step. Deviation of a ridge line for a given time step

from the median ridge line is shown using blue ‘‘fins’’

that are parallel to the ground plane. This visualization

shows not only patterns of changes in the temporal

dimension (elevation magnitude changes) but also

local spatial changes (migration of dune ridge relative

to the median). For example, in this visualization, we

can see that a portion of the ridge line just north of

Mirlo Beach retreated inland from the median position

in the years following Hurricane Isabel through 2009.

Figure 5 uses elevation as the vertical axis to display

a 3D scatterplot of elevations in Region R2. Time is

encoded implicitly using a salient graphical property,

glyph color. Although simple, this technique provides

an informative view to explore patterns of elevation

changes along a ridge line. Time steps can be high-

lighted interactively, enabling comparisons such as

pre- and poststorm ridge line elevations. The post-

storm band of glyphs seems to portray a pattern that is

distinct from the prestorm pattern, particularly in the

northern portion. This approach highlights the loss of

dune elevation after Hurricane Isabel, but does not

show the horizontal migration of the ridge line.

Additionally, the temporal evolution of the dune

ridge can be summarized by a heat graph showing evo-

lution of minimum dune height within each 50-m seg-

ment (see Figure 6(a)). Figure 6 employs only

longshore distance to locate dune height and volume,

not the land extent of the dune. Focusing on the long-

shore value of attributes provides a data reduction, so

that STR can be used along a reference DEM (Figure

6(a)-top). The height of the rectangles vary based on

the time intervals, meaning that surveys that were only

Figure 4. Space–time cube visualization of Rodanthe ridge line elevations for Region R2. Sphere size indicates elevation
(purple for 3.01–8.19 m, red \ 3 m, black = no data). Blue fins (parallel to the ground plane) show the magnitude and
direction of the ridge line from median ridge line position at that location. Hurricane Isabel breached the dunes in 2003
(red spheres).
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days apart, such as the pre- and post-Isabel surveys

appear as lines. This creates the sharp transitions that

emphasize rapid change events.

Sand mass redistribution

The user can interactively explore the data by modify-

ing the attribute being visualized in the STR. Changes

in dune ridge height indicates sand volume redistribu-

tion and transport. The first relative volume STR

Figure 6(b) provides information on the status of vol-

ume Vij at time i in the segment j in relation to volume

maxima (envelope volume) and minima (core volume)

in the segments inland of core shoreline. Figure 6(b)

shows that the northern 500 m (segments 375–385) of

the area has experienced loss in the sand volume,

which is likely due to Hurricane Isabel, where the rela-

tive volume transitioned from the high, near-envelope

value (dark blue) in 2001 to the low, near-core value

(dark red) in 2008. The southern section (segments

390–465) gained volume during the study period, with

most of this area having a relative volume of about

20% of the dynamic layer volume from 1996 to 1999

and volumes near 60% of the dynamic layer after

2001. Throughout the area, 2001 had the greatest

volume.

Figure 6(c) shows the variation in the volume

bound by the MHW and the envelope surface, there is

no core surface above MHW within the shoreline

band. The influence of extreme events can be easily

identified in the graph that shows spatial and temporal

variability in the relative volumes (Figure 6(c)).

Substantial loss of volume occurred during the years

1999 and 2003 due to Hurricanes Dennis and Isabel,

when volumes changed from near-envelope (close to

1) to near-core (close to 0).

Diverging red–blue color schemes29 are used for the

STR in Figure 6(b) and (c) with the break point rela-

tive volume of 0.5, halfway between core and envelope,

colored white. This enables the viewer to quickly per-

ceive when the relative volume is close to core (dark

red) versus envelope (dark blue). The red–blue color

scheme was chosen for Figure 6(a) as well for consis-

tency with other STR and with the glyph-based STC

so that the lower half of the dune height observations is

red with the white transition at the median dune height

of about 3.4 m.

The examples in Figures 4–6 show that the STR

and glyph-based STC data views are designed to facili-

tate studying trends by combining multiple time steps

within each individual representation of the attributes

under consideration. A single carefully designed view

can provide a more effortless environment for trend

analysis than conventional multiple coordinated

DEMs or looping animations.

Terrain surface evolution

We stacked DEMs in an STC to create a voxel model

of terrain evolution in Rodanthe (Region R), Cape

Hatteras (Region C), and Jockey’s Ridge (Region J)

areas to demonstrate insights that this approach can

provide for landscapes that are evolving due to geo-

morphic processes. We extract an isosurface for a

selected elevation value to represent terrain evolution

along this elevation contour. We can then associate the

topology of the isosurface with the underlying geo-

morphic processes. To enhance interpretation of such

isosurfaces, we drape a color map over the isosurface

to associate the stratum of the isosurface with the

epoch (time period). For epoch-based coloring, we

select time step colors with colors chosen to reflect the

Figure 5. A three-dimensional scatterplot showing clusters of ridge line elevations for Region R2. The vertical axis
represents elevation scale and time is represented using color. Glyphs (spheres) are colored by three distinct colors for
three time intervals that correspond to time steps before, during, and after Hurricane Isabel in 2003 (see color scale).
Elevation values for the 21 September 2003 survey (just after Hurricane Isabel) are highlighted in the figure.
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Figure 6. Derived coastal properties for a 5-km strip including Region R2. (a) DEM of Region R2 (top) and dune height
heat map showing the evolution of minimum dune and berm height (bottom). (b) Core/envelope volume plot (top)
showing segment-based volume evolution for the subarea inland from the core shoreline. Solid line - . volume under
the core surface; Dashed line - . volume under the envelope surface. Evolution of the inland relative volumes
represented by color (bottom). Values close to zero indicate volume close to core (minimum). Values close to one
indicate volumes close to the envelope (maximum). (c) Shoreline band volume: Segment-based volume evolution
analysis for the subarea within the shoreline band. Evolution of the relative volume shows close to core values for the
post-Hurricane Dennis and Isabel surveys.
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difference in time between the surveys using

Healey’s30 perceptually balanced color scheme. This

technique for choosing effective colors for data visuali-

zation provides a mapping for the distance between

attribute values to perceived distance between colors.

Alternatively, other attributes, such as the rate of

change (Figure 7(b)) or distance to a road, can also be

represented by draped color map.

Evolution of the Mirlo Beach location in Rodanthe

is influenced by coastal erosion due to waves and

storm surges and anthropogenic activities that include

beach and dune restoration and stabilization. Coastal

dynamics are measured by analyzing the migration of

shoreline commonly represented by a MHW contour.

In some coastal applications, linear features such as

shorelines are displayed using contour lines.26

However, this approach breaks down quickly when the

number of lines increases and begins to cross. Even

though they are displayed using a perceptual color

scheme based on time step intervals, the Region R

shoreline contours, when displayed in 2D result in a

tangle of lines that is quite difficult to decipher (Figure

7(a)). As an alternative to these overlapping lines, the

shoreline can be extracted from the voxel model to

create an isosurface representing shoreline elevation.

This creates a kind of extruded surface where changes

in the shoreline become much easier to compare. In

Figure 7(a), we used an elevation of 0.5 m to generate

a Rodanthe (Region R1) shoreline isosurface using the

same color scheme applied to the contour lines. The

black line drawn passing through the center of each

interior color band on the isosurface represents the

shorelines for each time step. The bottom and top

color bands terminate at the first and last surveys,

respectively. The vertical distance between the shore-

line bands represents the epoch length. The position

of the isosurface is interpolated between these lines.

Stretching the shorelines with a vertical time axis high-

lights the repeated pattern of shoreline advance and

retreat (as the isosurface undulates through time) and

the dramatic intrusion of shoreline inland due to the

breach caused by the 2011 hurricane. Color and

draped shorelines help to associate the time with spe-

cific shoreline geometry and its evolution. Evolution of

upper beach or lower section of the foredune can be

represented by 2-m isosurface.

The user can interact with this data view to explore

the data, by changing selected elevation and color

scheme. Figure 7(b) shows the same site, Region R at

different elevations with a different color scheme, pro-

viding additional information about Region R. The

coloring reflects the rate of elevation change per time

step instead of the epoch, which is still mapped to the

z-axis. A red–blue diverging color scheme emphasizes

the difference between sand gain and loss. Figure

7(b)-top shows the sudden retreat due to Hurricane

Isabel in 2003, followed by recovery and gradual

retreat in the years 2008–2011, creating conditions for

the 2011 breach in Region R1. Both 0.5- and 2-m iso-

surfaces for Region R1 are continuous, indicating that

except for the breach, elevation in this location was

never lower than 2 m. The 3-m isosurface (Figure

7(b)-bottom) shows a large opening in 2003. This was

apparently overwash due to Hurricane Isabel, which

temporarily reduced the elevations in this location to

less than 3 m.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Region R terrain evolution. (a) Shoreline
contour lines (left) and isosurface contours (right)
extracted at 0.5 m and colored by year. Both images show
the massive overwash as a result of Hurricane Irene in
2011. (b) Isosurfaces extracted at 2- and 3-m elevation
colored by rate of elevation change in meters per year.
High rate of loss (red) is associated with the impact of
Hurricane Isabel in 2003.
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Applying the isosurface view to a different location,

Region C, we can observe different kinds of patterns.

Evolution in the Cape Hatteras area is driven by ocean

currents, storm surge, and wave action. These condi-

tions lead to significant sand transport with complex

patterns. The shoreline evolution isosurface

(Figure 8(c)) that reveals the changes in the shoreline

involve the retreat and regrowth of the cape tip along

with changes in its direction. The surface is again

colored by epoch so that the year associated with each

phenomenon, such as maximum retreat, can be identi-

fied using the color draped over the isosurface. These

types of patterns are much more difficult to decipher

in the corresponding shoreline contour line represen-

tation shown on the left.

We also use Region C to demonstrate a different

isosurface technique, which sandwiches an isosurface

between DEMs. Evolution of the mid-level and top of

the dunes is represented by isosurfaces with elevations

of 2.5 and 4.5 m (Figure 8(a) and (b)). The related

DEMs positioned at their respective time coordinates

in the STC associate the contour with its position in

the surrounding landscape at the given time. In

Figure 8(a), DEMs for the first and last surveys (1997

and 2011) are shown. The user can also select other

DEM pairs. For example, the 4.5-m isosurface in

Figure 8(b) uses the 2008 DEM along with the 1997

DEM. These sliding DEMs provide additional context

for the change patterns. For example, in most places,

the dunes on the eastern coast of Region C that had

formed as of 2008 retained at least a 4.5-m elevation,

as there is very little deterioration in the column-like

shapes that formed below that level. Also, no large

new dunes grew above 4.5 m after 2008, all extruded

columns begin below that DEM.

We visualize longer term evolution of dunes, driven

by eolian sand transport, for the Jockey’s Ridge dune

field (Region J). The migration and transformation of

the dune field between the years 1974 and 2008 has

been visualized and analyzed in previous works using

several standard techniques, such as animations,

cross-sections, core and envelope summaries, and

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8. Region C, Cape Hatteras terrain evolution. (a) 2.5-m elevation isosurfaces sandwiched between the 1997 and
2011 DEMs at their temporal locations. (b) 4.5-m isosurface shown with 1997 and 2008 DEMs at their temporal locations.
(c) Shoreline contours (left) and shoreline 0.2-m elevation isosurface (right) displayed with the 2011 DEMs in gray.
DEM: digital elevation model.
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peak and crest feature position overlays.2 Figure 9(a)

shows 1974, 1999, and 2008 DEMs of Region J.

These show that the peaks lost height and the higher

dune split into several ridges. This is useful informa-

tion, but we want to know more about the transforma-

tion of the dune form. To provide insight into the

transformation of the large dune from a 40-m-high

dune with single peak into several 20-m-high parallel

ridges, we use a stacked voxel model created from

seven DEMs spanning the years 1997–2008. We

extract isosurfaces for the elevations that define the

dynamic section of the dune at 17, 20, 21, and 15 m

and assign them colors that identify the epochs associ-

ated with levels of the isosurface—assigning colors that

represent the interval jumps with appropriate color

distances is especially important here because the time

intervals are highly irregular.

The 17-m isosurface (Figure 9(b)) clearly shows the

evolution of three distinct ridges since 1995, as shown

by the emergence of three chimney-like forms. The

2008 color still appears in Figure 9(c), meaning the

main dune stayed 20 m high at all times, although,

over the last 2 years, the 20 m area narrowed substan-

tially. The area west of the main dune lost elevation,

going below 20 m in the period after 1974 but gained

the height again in 2007 at two distinct, parallel ridges

(as shown by the floating chimneys in Figure 9(c)).

The 21 m peak of main dune disappeared in 2007, but

the dune has regrown to this height recently at a small

spot west of the main dune (marked in Figure 9(d)).

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 9. Evolution of a Jockey’s Ridge dune field (Region J) and its transformation to parallel ridges: (a) 3D view of
1974, 1999, and 2008 DEMs and evolution of (b) 17-m, (c) 20-m, (d) 21-m, and (e) 25-m contours showing the formation of
separate ridges at different elevation levels, decrease in main dune elevation, and growth in west ridges.
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The 25-m isosurface, Figure 9(e), shows the narrowing

of this elevation as it moved south east, disappearing

after 2001. Enabling the user to interactively explore

isosurface elevation values in this way facilitates a

much more detailed understanding of this phenom-

enon than a DEM comparison.

Anthropogenic activity

We can also visualize spatial–temporal change caused

by human activity to investigate spatial and temporal

patterns of the socioeconomic impact of storm dam-

age. One interesting aspect of socioeconomic data is

the construction and loss of buildings, usually homes

built close to the shoreline. For this discussion, we

return to the same region we analyzed in Figure 7.

Where our previous discussion focused on shoreline

variability and sand accretion and loss, the same piece

of land also has intensive anthropogenic activity, as

this is beachfront property in a popular summer resort

town. Figure 10 illustrates this phenomenon in

Rodanthe Region R1, using several different

approaches. We created Figure 10(a) using map alge-

bra techniques described in the study by Mitasova

et al.,25 which use the difference between the core and

envelope surfaces combined with the time of mini-

mum and time of maximum maps to identify the

homes constructed or lost during the study period.

The cells with lost or built status during the years of

1999–2011 are marked in red and blue, respectively,

on a 2011 DEM in Figure 10(a). Transect 4 passes

through one home that was built, one that remained

the same, and one that was lost (Home A). Aerial

photographs of 1998 and 2011 in Figure 10(b) and

(c), respectively, show the same locations with Home

A appearing in Figure 10(b) but not in Figure 10(c).

Figure 10(d) shows a profile of the core (red) and

envelope (green) surfaces at Transect 4. The terrain

variations between the core and envelope are shown in

grayish green. The envelope is much taller than the

core where a home was built (left) or lost (Home A).

The core rises to meet the envelope for the home that

remain unchanged (the small bump between the built

and lost homes).

Finally, Figure 10(d) shows that in addition to

beach and dune topography, higher elevation isosur-

faces (in our case 8 m) offer information about home

construction and destruction. Figure 10(e) demon-

strates this for homes in Rodanthe in Region R1.

Homes are stable, so the isosurfaces of homes appear

as vertical columns, but the vertical extent of the col-

umns indicates when they were built or lost. Floating

columns represent homes that were constructed or

reconstructed during the time period. Columns with

an open top indicate that the home remained standing

at the time of the last LiDAR survey; homes with a

rounded cap did not. For example, Home A was

destroyed in a hurricane in 2011. This isosurface

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(a)

Figure 10. Region R1 home loss and construction
analysis during 1997–2011. (a) 2011 Region R1 DEM with
loss/construction marked. (b) and (c) Imagery from 1998
and 2011. (d) Core and envelope profile at Transect 4. (e)
Homes appear as columns in the isosurface contours at 6
m. Home A column has a rounded red cap due to its 2011
destruction.
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provides valuable temporal information about the

changes that is not available in a DEM display such as

Figure 10(a).

Discussion

Figures 4–10 provide insightful analyses on coastal ter-

rain evolution along the North Carolina Outer Banks.

With STRs, we were able to view extracted features in

2D format; with glyph-based STC, we were able to

view extracted features within the geographic context;

and with isosurfaces, we were able to view extracted

features in an abstract spatial format. We demon-

strated STRs on minimum dune height, inland relative

volume inland, and shoreband relative volume; we

demonstrated glyphs on dune ridge elevation and the

glyph-based STC on dune ridge elevation and lateral

position; and finally, we demonstrated STC isosur-

faces on shoreline, low-dune, mid-dune, and high-

dune elevations, as well as built features.

We saw abrupt changes within the Outer Banks

(STRs post storms in Region R2, isosurfaces post

storm in Region R1) as well as gradual long-term

changes (isosurface high dune to lower ridges in

Region J). We saw pattern shifts in important features

(glyph STC dune ridge shift landward in Region R2,

isosurface shoreline shift landward in Region R2 prior

to the breach).

To evaluate the results of our case study, we return

to the applications requirements identified in section

‘‘Visualization design.’’

� Explore the dynamic nature of the landscape over time.

We selected data views with the constraint that

multiple time steps be displayed in a single visuali-

zation. These techniques have a number of

strength and weaknesses. The STR provides an at-

a-glance attribute summary by juxtaposing time

steps. A limitation of both the STR and STC iso-

surface approaches is that the values interpolated

between surveys though the interim change pat-

terns are unknown. A glyph-based approach holds

an advantage in this sense, because each glyph rep-

resents a survey sample point.
� Keep the geographic context while studying the data.

Spatial context is important to domain experts

studying the data who use this information to

locate positions where important events have

occurred. The STR is displayed along with a

DEM to attach spatial context. The glyphs and

the STC isosurface also allow the data to be dis-

played in situ to provide the geographic context

where the events occurred. Also, the STR and iso-

surfaces can be adapted to visualize information

for large spatial extents, for example, the north to

south extent of the Outer Banks.
� Keep the temporal context of irregular time intervals in

available data. Our approach allows users to iden-

tify the temporal differences in consecutive time

steps. We achieve this by careful design of a color

mapping scheme and by explicitly displaying the

differences in the time intervals between successive

data gathering steps in the STR and STC.
� Identify significant changes in coastal topography. The

STR and STC revealed loss in dune ridge height

as blue changes to red and the isosurfaces showed

loss of dune height as pitting or holes in the sur-

faces. The STR revealed relative volume change

from sediment displacement, the STC revealed

dune ridge migration as deviations from a median

ridge position and the isosurfaces revealed shore-

line migration as undulating surfaces.
� Find signs of a region’s vulnerability to storm impacts.

We can see this in several of our examples. The

STR revealed overall shoreband losses in volume

after Hurricane Dennis. That portended the recur-

ring loss after Hurricane Isabel. Figure 4 shows

the receded dune ridge after Hurricane Isabel near

where the 2011 breach would occur. The isosur-

face in Figure 7(a) shows that the shoreline in this

position was also migrating landward, still losing

sand even after sand was added.
� Identify landscape trends, not just changes between

pairs of time steps but also longer term change patterns.

In addition to vulnerability patterns, our examples

show other trends during the study period.

Figure 4 shows patterns of advance and retreat of

the ridge line. Figure 7(a) showed the landward

movement of the shoreline after Hurricane Isabel

in 2003. Figure 8 showed the western pull of sand

in Region C. Figure 9 showed the change of a sin-

gle tall dune into multiple lower ridges.
� Inspect the construction and loss of built features in the

context of time. The isosurface in Figure 10(e)

shows a novel means for exploring this informa-

tion. The isosurface used in this way is an abstrac-

tion of the information that the user at first may

need some instruction to interpret. Once familiar

though, this is a convenient shorthand for this

information.

Comparing these analyses over several locations

along the Outer Banks emphasizes coastal terrain evo-

lution over a decadal time series. In Figures 3–9, it is

clear that major terrain changes, from the shoreline to

the dune ridges, occurred after storm impacts. These

visualizations not only show how storm impacts

affected the terrain but also show how the terrain was

rebuilt/recovered after these events. Using these
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techniques to visualize volume change, shoreline, and

dune migration, as well as coastal development,

enhances understanding of the changes over the time

series. Visualization is a powerful tool for understanding

how the coastal areas evolve, and using several

approaches to quantify and visualize supports analysis

of change over a dynamic region. In fact, visualization

reveals the high spatial and temporal variability in ter-

rain evolution, which may help to explain why the solu-

tions to coastal management of this type of landscapes

are so difficult and why it is so hard to find consensus.

We have shown how these techniques work well for

study of coastal terrain. This may be partly due to the

linear nature of many of the features of interest (shore-

lines, ridge lines). But this is a fairly common quality

of landscape phenomenon (stream beds, streets, snow

crests, etc.). These types of visualizations could also be

applied to the study of other dynamic terrains, such as

landslides, glaciers, snow cover, changing land cover,

stream bed erosion (where erosion would be measured

instead of elevation), or even scans of changing citys-

capes, an area in which data collection is exploding.5

Conclusion

Coastal LiDAR data are being gathered at unprece-

dented rates and high resolutions. Traditional

GIS-based approaches are not sufficient to explore

complicated spatial–temporal changes that occur in

highly dynamic environments. We have presented

approaches based on STC geovisualization and other

visualization techniques to explore coastal terrain

dynamics in the North Carolina Outer Banks and

investigated terrain features (such as dune ridge line

position and height), terrain surfaces, and socioeco-

nomic data. Several study regions were used to

demonstrate the variety of trends revealed by these

visualization techniques.

We can see the benefits of the visualization tech-

niques shown in this work, when compared to the

information provided by traditional techniques. The

use of the STC, adding time as a third dimension,

allows us to visualize changes in patterns, geometry of

landform evolution. For example, tracing ridge line

contours in two dimensions, a conventional technique

for coastal linear features, such as shoreline, portrays

the range of horizontal movement (Figure 7(a)-left),

but adding a temporal component allows us to view

temporal trends, such as the cyclic advance and retreat

of a shoreline (Figure 7(a)-right). Although important

events such as dune breach or overwash can be seen

with conventional techniques, our approach presents

them within a temporal context, revealing the terrain

form before and after the event. This allows viewers to

assess whether there were some features in the terrain

that indicated vulnerability for a long time prior to the

event or whether there was only a short-term vulner-

ability leading to the event. Similarly, conventional line

graphs of coastal longshore properties such as sand

volume, as a function of longshore distance, are less

effective when multiple time steps are graphed

together. Using a temporal axis to create STR heat

graphs of sand mass volume change over time portrays

trends in sand redistribution in a perceptually salient

manner. Future work aims to find linkages between

the spatiotemporal geometry and processes.

We adapted the standard STC to explore evolution

of coastal features such as fore dunes. The STC is well

suited in our work because it retains the spatial or geo-

graphic context while plotting temporal data. The dif-

ferent STC-based approaches that we have described,

that is, glyph-based and isosurfaces, enable us to dis-

play important spatial information such as topographic

or orthophotographic information, which provides

important context and makes it easier to explore the

terrain dynamics in our study regions. Moreover, our

glyph-based visualization in the STC allows us to plot

heterogeneous information and combine it with stan-

dard LiDAR-based data. In our results, the glyph-

based STCs reveal lateral shift of foredune ridges and

changes in foredune ridge height due to storms.

Our results reveal terrain changes of shoreline and

dune ridge migration, dune breaches and overwash, the

formation of new dune ridges, and the construction and

destruction of homes, changes which are due to erosion

and accretion, hurricanes, and human activities, includ-

ing the vulnerability of built structures such as buildings

and roads in this environment. A variety of visualization

techniques were used to derive information from

LiDAR to help scientists better understand how the sys-

tem behaves, including the range of dynamics and

which features are stable and which are unstable.

This work demonstrates these approaches on bar-

rier islands in North Carolina, but application could

be extended to other coastal terrains or other volatile

terrain environments, such as landslides or stream bed

erosion. For terrains such as these, a variety of views—

visualization and analytic techniques—of time-series

terrain data are needed in order to ascertain and inter-

pret the nature of the terrain behavior over time.
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